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Abstract
Background: The third wave of COVID-19 in England coincided with the rapid spread of the
Delta variant of SARS-CoV-2 from the end of May 2021. Case incidence data from the
national testing programme (Pillar 2) in England may be affected by changes in testing
behaviour and other biases. Community surveys may provide important contextual
information to inform policy and the public health response.
Methods: We estimated patterns of community prevalence of SARS-CoV-2 infection in
England using RT-PCR swab-positivity, demographic and other risk factor data from round
15 (interim) of the REal-time Assessment of Community Transmission-1 (REACT-1) study
(round 15a, carried out from 19 to 29 October 2021). We compared these findings with those
from round 14 (9 to 27 September 2021).
Results: During mid- to late-October 2021 (round 15a) weighted prevalence was 1.72%
(1.61%, 1.84%) compared to 0.83% (0.76%, 0.89%) in September 2021 (round 14). The
overall reproduction number (R) from round 14 to round 15a was 1.12 (1.11, 1.14) with
increases in prevalence over this period (September to October) across age groups and
regions except Yorkshire and The Humber. However, within round 15a (mid- to late-October)
there was evidence of a fall in prevalence with R of 0.76 (0.65, 0.88). The highest weighted
prevalence was observed among children aged 5 to 12 years at 5.85% (5.10%, 6.70%) and
13 to 17 years at 5.75% (5.02%, 6.57%). At regional level, there was an almost four-fold
increase in weighted prevalence in South West from round 14 at 0.59% (0.43%,0.80%) to
round 15a at 2.18% (1.84%, 2.58%), with highest smoothed prevalence at subregional level
also found in South West in round 15a. Age, sex, key worker status, and presence of
children in the home jointly contributed to the risk of swab-positivity. Among the 126
sequenced positive swabs obtained up until 23 October, all were Delta variant; 13 (10.3%)
were identified as the AY.4.2 sub-lineage.
Discussion: We observed the highest overall prevalence of swab-positivity seen in the
REACT-1 study in England to date in round 15a (October 2021), with a two-fold rise in
swab-positivity from round 14 (September 2021). Despite evidence of a fall in prevalence
from mid- to late-October 2021, prevalence remains high, particularly in school-aged
children, with evidence also of higher prevalence in households with one or more children.
Thus, vaccination of children aged 12 and over remains a high priority (with possible
extension to children aged 5-12) to help reduce within-household transmission and
disruptions to education, as well as among adults, to lessen the risk of serious disease
among those infected.
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Introduction
The REal-time Assessment of Community Transmission-1 (REACT-1) study[1,2] has been
tracking the spread of the COVID-19 epidemic in England approximately monthly since May
2020. The third wave of the epidemic in England took off at the end of May 2021 with the
rapid rise of Delta variant and the almost complete replacement of Alpha[3] despite the high
rates of vaccination especially among people over the age of 50 years. Overall weighted
prevalence of SARS-CoV-2 swab-positivity increased over four-fold between REACT-1
round 12 (20 May to 7 June 2021) and round 13 (24 June to 12 July 2021) from 0.15% to
0.63% respectively. In round 13, prevalence was highest in those aged 13 to 17 years and
18 to 24 years, while in round 14 (9 to 27 September 2021) prevalence was highest in
school-aged children aged 5 to 12 years and 13 to 17 years. A key difference between these
rounds is that school-aged children returned to schools in England in September 2021 with
few COVID-19-related precautions in place.
Here we describe patterns of SARS-CoV-2 prevalence during October 2021 in England
using interim findings from round 15 of REACT-1 (round 15a). We analysed RT-PCR
swab-positivity, demographic and other risk factor data obtained from a random sample of
the population of England from 19 to 29 October 2021 and compared our findings with those
from September 2021 (round 14). Our aim was to obtain an up-to-date view of the
progression of the epidemic in England against a backdrop of continued rollout of the
vaccination programme, including (since September 2021) in children aged 12 and over, and
implementation of a booster programme among adults aged 50 years and over (and some
other groups). This round is being carried out during autumn associated with increased
social mixing indoors as the weather becomes colder and follows the relaxation of
mandatory social distancing and mask-wearing measures in England.
Methods
Study Population
The REACT-1 study methods are published elsewhere [2]. Briefly, prior to the current round
(19 to 29 October 2021, round 15a), we completed 14 rounds of data collection over two to
three weeks every month since May 2020 (except for December 2020 and August 2021).
Each round, we invite a random cross-sectional sample of the population of England at ages
5 years and over based on the National Health Service (NHS) list of patients held by NHS
Digital. The data sampling method was changed during the study. Prior to round 12 (May to
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June 2021) we aimed to achieve approximately equal numbers of participants for the n=315
lower-tier local authorities (LTLAs) in England (Isles of Scilly combined with Cornwall and the
City of London with Westminster). From round 12 onwards, this approach was modified to
invite a random sample of the population in proportion to population-size at LTLA level, thus
increasing the numbers sampled in urban areas with higher population density and reducing
the numbers in sparsely populated rural areas. This change, however, should not have
affected prevalence estimates as these are weighted to be representative of England as a
whole. We also changed the method of collection of swabs (for RT-PCR testing) from round
14 (September 2021), from dry swabs in prior rounds to ‘wet’ swabs (in saline), and to use of
the priority postal service instead of courier pick-up (on cold chain) in previous rounds. In
round 14, we tested wet swabs pick-up by courier without cold chain versus use of the
priority postal service and did not detect a difference between the two methods [4].
RT-PCR testing, demographic data and questionnaire
We asked participants to provide a self-administered throat and nose swab (or their
parent/guardian to administer the swab for children at ages 12 years and under) using
written and video instructions. Swabs were sent for RT-PCR to a single laboratory, with a
positive test for SARS-CoV-2 infection recorded either if two gene targets (N gene and E
gene) were detected or if N gene was detected with cycle threshold (Ct) value below 37.
From the NHS register, we obtained information on age, sex and residential location with
questionnaire data providing additional information on demography derived from an online or
telephone questionnaire [5].
Viral genome sequencing
Samples testing positive (N gene Ct values < 34 and sufficient volume) were sent for viral
genome sequencing at the Quadram Institute, Norwich, UK, using the ARTIC protocol [6] for
viral RNA amplification and CoronaHiT for preparation of sequencing libraries [7]. Analysis of
sequencing data used the ARTIC bioinformatic pipeline [8] and we assigned lineages using
PangoLEARN[9].
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Statistical Analyses
We carried out the statistical analyses in R [10]. We calculated unweighted prevalence of
swab-positivity (from RT-PCR) and weighted prevalence using rim weighting [11] to provide
estimates that were representative of the population of England as a whole.
We analysed trends in swab-positivity over time using an exponential model of growth or
decay, with the assumption that numbers of positive samples from the total number of
samples per day arose from a binomial distribution. We used day of swabbing where
available or day of first scan of the sample by the Post Office otherwise. We used a bivariate
No-U-Turn Sampler to estimate posterior credible intervals assuming uniform prior
distributions on the probability of swab-positivity on day of swabbing and the growth rate
[12]. We estimated the reproduction number R for all participants and at all ages, and for
specific sub-groups, assuming a gamma-distributed generation time with shape parameter,
n=2.29 and rate parameter 𝛽=0.36 (corresponding to a mean generation time of 6.29 days)
[13].
To visualise trends over time, we fit a Bayesian penalised-spline (P-spline) model [14] to the
daily data using a No-U-Turn Sampler in logit space. We segmented the data into
approximately 5-day sections by regularly spaced knots, with further knots included beyond
the study period to minimise edge effects. We also fit P-splines separately to three broad
age groups (17 years and under, 18 to 54 years, 55 years and over) with a smoothing
parameter obtained from the model fit to all data.
The daily growth rate of the proportion of AY.4.2 sub-lineage relative to all other lineages was
estimated by fitting a Bayesian logistic regression model assuming a Binomial likelihood in
the daily proportion of AY.4.2.
We estimated smoothed LTLA prevalence from a subsample of N=15 individuals per LTLA
by taking the median number of nearest neighbours (i.e. within a 30km radius) of each
individual, calculating neighbourhood prevalence for that individual, then taking the mean
neighbourhood prevalence across all N=15 individuals per LTLA. We defined individual
neighbourhood prevalence as the number of nearest neighbours with positive tests divided
by the total number of nearest neighbours.
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Results
Descriptive statistics and prevalence estimates
A total of 859,184 participants were invited to participate in round 15. Amongst invited
participants 143,193 (16.7%) registered of whom 67,208 (46.9%) provided a swab with a
valid result from RT-PCR up to 29 October 2021 (round 15a) (Supplementary Table 1). Of
these 67,208 valid swabs in round 15a, 1,021 were positive giving a weighted prevalence of
1.72% (1.61%, 1.84%). The weighted prevalence in round 15a is more than two-fold higher
than that estimated in round 14 at 0.83% (0.76%, 0.89%).
The highest weighted prevalence by age in round 15a was observed in those aged 5-12
years at 5.85% (5.10%, 6.70%) and those aged 13-17 years at 5.75% (5.02%, 6.57%) (Table
1a, Figure 1-A). The next highest weighted prevalences by age were found in those aged
45-54 years at 1.53% (1.29%, 1.80%) and 35-44 years at 1.48% (1.21%, 1.80%). Weighted
prevalence was 0.82% (0.68%, 0.99%) in those aged 65-74 years and 0.67% (0.50%,
0.89%) in those 75 years and over, both representing increases of approximately two-fold
from round 14.
The highest weighted prevalence in round 15a by region was found in South West at 2.18%
(1.84%, 2.58%) increasing almost four-fold from round 14 at 0.59% (0.43%, 0.80%) (Table
1a, Figure 1-B). Across rounds 14 and 15a, the weighted prevalence was found to be
growing with >0.99 posterior probability that R>1 in all regions except Yorkshire and The
Humber (Table 2). However, within round 15a, there was a fall in prevalence in East
Midlands with R=0.51 (0.26, 0.86), East of England with R=0.61 (0.35, 0.97), and South
West with R=0.59 (0.36, 0.90).
At LTLA level, we observed a general increase in the smoothed estimates of prevalence
between round 14 and round 15a (Figure 2). The ten LTLAs with the highest smoothed
prevalence nationally (≥2.36%) in round 15a were all in South West: Cheltenham, Stroud,
Swindon, Gloucester, Cotswold, South Gloucestershire, Wiltshire, Tewkesbury, Bath and
North East Somerset, and City of Bristol.
In round 15a, we observed the highest weighted prevalence in: those reporting any of the
following common COVID-19 symptoms in the month prior to testing (loss or change of
sense of smell or taste, fever, new persistent cough) at 8.69% (7.90%, 9.55%) compared to
0.71% (0.62%, 0.81%) in those without symptoms; those in contact with a confirmed
COVID-19 case at 10.1% (9.19%, 11.2%) compared to 0.83% (0.74%, 0.92%) for people
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without such contact; larger households including 5 or more people at 3.68% (3.05%, 4.43%)
and 6 or more people at 3.03% (2.24%, 4.09%) compared to 0.78% (0.62%, 0.98%) in
single-person households; and households with one or more children at 3.09% (2.80%,
3.41%) compared to 0.75% (0.67%, 0.84%) in households without children (Table 1b).
Epidemic growth estimates
The P-spline regression fit to data from all rounds of REACT-1 showed an increasing
weighted prevalence of swab-positivity from round 14 to round 15a followed by a fall during
round 15a (Figure 3-A). The posterior distribution of the estimated epidemic curve suggested
that the peak in weighted prevalence was reached on around 19 to 20 October (14 to 23
October) (Figure 3-B).
Exponential models fit to data from rounds 14 and 15a estimated a reproduction number R
of 1.12 (1.11, 1.14) with posterior probability that R>1 of greater than 0.99 (Table 2).
Weighted prevalence increased between rounds 14 and 15a across all ages (Figure 1-A)
with R ranging from 1.09 (1.06, 1.13) in those aged 55 years and over to 1.15 (1.13, 1.18) in
those aged 17 years and under and posterior probability that R>1 greater than 0.99 (Table
2).
When fit to data from round 15a only, the exponential model indicated a fall in prevalence
during October 2021 with an R of 0.76 (0.65, 0.88) and posterior probability that R>1 less
than 0.01, and this was also found among those 17 years and younger with R of 0.73 (0.59,
0.90), with suggestion of similar patterns at older ages (Table 2, Supplementary Figure 1).
Logistic regression
Multiple logistic regression (Table 3) showed a decreased risk of swab-positivity in females
with an odds ratio (OR) of 0.87 (0.77, 0.99) in round 15a when adjusting for all other
covariates and an increased risk in “other essential/key workers” (i.e. not including health
and care workers) compared to other workers with an OR of 1.25 (1.03, 1.51). Mutually
adjusted OR for households with one or more children was 2.09 (1.63, 2.68) in round 15a
compared to households without children, while the excess risk in larger compared to
smaller households apparent in models adjusted for sex and age was no longer evident with
adjustment for other covariates.
Viral sequencing
Sequencing of the positive samples collected up to 23 October 2021 has thus far yielded
126 lineages, which were all Delta or Delta sub-lineage variants (Supplementary Table 2). Of
these, 60.3% (51.6%, 68.4%, N=76) were AY.4, with AY.4.2 representing 10.3% (6.13%,
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16.9%, N=13) of all lineages. This represents a daily growth rate in the proportion of AY.4.2
(using Y145H mutation as a proxy in round 14) of 3.20% (1.02%, 5.38%) from round 14
onwards.
Discussion
In this interim report from the fifteenth round of the REACT-1 study (round 15a, 19 to 29
October 2021) we observed the highest weighted prevalence of SARS-CoV-2 swab-positivity
in England of any round of REACT-1 since the study commenced in May 2020. The overall
prevalence of 1.72% equates to approximately 1,285,000 people in England infected with
SARS-CoV-2 on any one day during mid- to late-October 2021, assuming 75% sensitivity to
detect virus from a single swab. Although we observed a fall in swab-positivity towards the
end of round 15a, similar to what has been seen in the routine national testing programme
(Pillar 2), we have shown previously that SARS-CoV-2 prevalence is volatile. Specifically, we
observed a fall and then rise in swab-positivity during the same period in 2020 (round 6,
mid-October to early November 2020) [15] suggesting that we should be cautious about any
extrapolation of the current downward trend going forward. This is especially so given that
the fall in swab-positivity (seen across the entire age range) coincides with the autumn
half-term school holidays in England when social mixing patterns will have changed.
In this regard, we found the highest prevalence to be in school-aged children, reaching
nearly six percent (one in 17) in October 2021. We also reported that school-aged children
had the highest prevalence in round 14 (9 to 27 September 2021). These findings likely
reflect more than a month of increased social mixing of children, including indoors, as they
attended school for the autumn term. The age groups with the next highest prevalences in
round 15a corresponded to the parental ages (35 to 44 years and 45 to 54 years) of many
school-aged children, and the presence of one or more children in the home was associated
with an increased risk of swab-positivity. Larger households were no longer associated with
increased risks of swab-positivity once other covariates were adjusted for, including the
presence of one or more children in the home . It therefore seems likely that the high
prevalence of infection among school-aged children has helped drive infection rates among
other age groups including the most vulnerable (ages 65 years and over) where
swab-positivity rates approximately doubled between rounds 14 and 15a (September to
October 2021).
Household transmission studies have likewise indicated that household contacts are a
source of infection among household members, including those who have been vaccinated
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[16]. The rollout of vaccination to older teenagers (aged 16 and 17 years) from August 2021
and children aged 12 to 15 years from September 2021 is likely to reduce rates of infection
of, and transmission from, these secondary school-aged children - although under the
current policy the 12 to 15-year old group is scheduled to receive only one dose and those
under 12 years remain unvaccinated.
At regional level, we found increasing prevalence of swab-positivity from September to
October 2021 in all regions except for Yorkshire and The Humber, with a nearly four-fold
increase in South West over that period, resulting in prevalence of over two percent in South
West in October 2021. The finding of the strongest growth from round 14 to round 15a in
South West, and highest weighted prevalence in that region in round 15a, might be related
to widespread reports of people who tested positive using lateral flow tests going on to test
negative using RT-PCR tests. Reports specifically tied false negative RT-PCR results to a
COVID-19 test laboratory in Wolverhampton which received many samples from South West
[17].
As in our previous reports (round 13 [18] and round 14 [4]), we found that all sequenced
swabs were Delta variant and its sub-lineages, indicating, in our own data, complete
replacement of Alpha and other variants by Delta in England. Whereas in round 14 we found
that 4.63% (3.07%, 6.91%) of the sequenced swabs were the AY.4.2 sub-lineage [4], in
round 15a, 10.3% (6.13%, 16.9%) were AY.4.2, consistent with the UK Health Security
Agency (UKHSA) report that in the week 18 October 2021 to 24 October 2021 AY.4.2
accounted for 11.3% of all sequences generated, on an increasing trajectory [19].
As with any study, the REACT-1 study has limitations. We cannot meaningfully calculate a
response rate for round 15 since it is not yet complete, but between rounds 1 (May 2020)
and 14 (September 2021) the response rate declined from approximately 30% to
approximately 12%. Although we used rim weighting to adjust our prevalence estimates for
differential response by age, sex, deprivation, LTLA counts and ethnicity, it remains possible
that our estimates are not fully representative of the population as a whole. The data on
participants who consented for their REACT-1 data to be linked to their NHS records which
include data from the COVID-19 immunisation programme are not yet available for round 15.
Surveillance in England indicates that influenza incidence was low up to 26 October 2021
(the most recent data reported by UKHSA [20]), although it will almost certainly increase in
coming weeks unless strict social distancing were to be reinstated. For viral infections,
co-infections with other bacterial and viral pathogens can increase the risks of complications
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and mortality. The combined effects of SARS-CoV-2 and influenza co-infections are not well
understood [21]. Even if co-infected individuals do not experience increased risks of serious
disease, the dual demands on the NHS of caring for COVID-19 and influenza patients is
likely to put its resources under pressure. It is therefore essential to monitor ongoing
infection risks of both SARS-CoV-2 and influenza so that appropriate steps are in place to
protect the health of the public and maintain capacity in the NHS.
In conclusion, during round 15a, we observed the highest prevalence of swab-positivity in
England that we have seen to date in REACT-1, with the highest rates being found among
school-aged children. Despite the observed fall in the most recent data, these high rates
highlight ongoing risks to clinically extremely vulnerable children as well as increasing the
risk of infection among close contacts including household members, particularly if they have
not been vaccinated [16]. The accelerated vaccination of children aged 12 years and over
should help to limit transmission as should ongoing immunisation of previously unvaccinated
or single-vaccinated adults, along with the delivery of third doses to vulnerable groups,
health and care home workers and older adults.
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Table 1a. Unweighted and weighted prevalence of swab-positivity in round 14 and round 15a by sex, age, region, employment type, and ethnic
group.
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Table 1b. Unweighted and weighted prevalence of swab-positivity in round 14 and round 15a by household size, contact with a COVID-19
case, symptom status and neighbourhood deprivation.
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Table 2. Table of growth rates, reproduction numbers and doubling/halving times from exponential model fits on data from round 14 and round
15a (top table), and round 15a only (bottom table)
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Table 3. Multiple logistic regression for rounds 14 and 15a. Results are presented as
estimated Odds Ratios (95% confidence interval) adjusted for age and sex and additionally
for all other variables (mutually adjusted OR).
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Figure 1. Weighted prevalence of swab-positivity in round 14 (grey) and round 15a (orange)
by (A) age group and (B) region. Bars show the prevalence point estimates, and the vertical
lines represent the 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 2. Neighbourhood smoothed average prevalence by lower tier local authority area for
(A) round 14 and (B) round 15a. Neighbourhood prevalence calculated from nearest
neighbours (the median number of neighbours within 30 km in the study). Average
neighbourhood prevalence displayed for individual lower-tier local authorities. Regions: NE =
North East, NW = North West, YH = Yorkshire and The Humber, EM = East Midlands, WM =
West Midlands, EE = East of England, L = London, SE = South East, SW = South West
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Figure 3. (A) Comparison of an exponential model fit to round 14-15al (red) and round 15a only (blue) and a P-spline model fit to all rounds of
REACT-1 (black, shown here only for round 14 and 15a). Shaded red region shows the 95% posterior credible interval for the exponential
model, and the shaded grey region shows 50% (dark grey) and 95% (light grey) posterior credible interval for the P-spline model. Results are
presented for each day (X axis) of sampling for round 14 and round 15a and the prevalence of infection is shown (Y axis) on a log scale.
Unweighted observations (black dots) and 95% confidence intervals (vertical lines) are also shown. (B) Probability density for the estimated
date at which weighted prevalence, as estimated from the P-spline model, was at a maximum during the period of round 14 to round 15a.
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Supplementary Tables and Figures
Supplementary Table 1. Unweighted and weighted prevalence of swab-positivity from REACT-1 across rounds 1 to 15a.
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Supplementary Table 2. Proportion of each Delta sub-lineage detected in 126 positive samples from round 15a.
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Supplementary Figure 1. Comparison of P-spline models fit to all rounds of REACT-1 for those aged 17 years and under (red), those aged 18
to 54 years inclusive (blue) and those aged 55 years and over (green). Shown here only for the period of round 14 and round 15a (up to 29
October, 2021). Shaded regions show 50% (dark shade) and 95% (light shade) posterior credible interval for the P-spline models. Results are
presented for each day (X axis) of sampling for round 14 and round 15a and the prevalence of swab-positivity is shown (Y axis) on a log scale.
Weighted observations (dots) and 95% confidence intervals (vertical lines) are also shown.
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